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MEASUREMENT OF WAKEFIELDS IN PLASMA
BY A PROBING ELECTRON BEAM
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The device for measuring intensity of wakefield, excited in plasma by a sequence of bunches of relativistic elec-
trons is presented. Field amplitude is determined by measuring deflection of a probing electron beam (10 keV, 50 µ ,
of 1 mm diameter), which is injected perpendicularly to a direction of bunches movement. Results of measurement of
focusing radial wakefield excited in plasma of density 5×1011 cm-3 by a sequence of needle electron bunches (each
bunch of length 10 mm, diameter 1.5 mm, energy 14 eV, 2×109 electrons in bunch, number of bunches 1500) are
given. The measured radial wakefield strength was 2.5 kV/cm.
PACS: 41.75.Lx, 41.85.Ja, 41.60.Bq

1. INTRODUCTION
Producing of bunches of the ultrahigh energy charged

particles based on conventional principles results in the
large sizes and high cost of accelerators In this connection
there is a necessity to develop advanced methods of ac-
celeration with the high rate of energy gain. One of such
methods is charged particles by the wakefields excited in
plasma or dielectric by intensive bunches of relativistic
electrons [1-3]. For a big number of particles in a bunch
and high density of plasma it is possible to obtain the in-
tensity of accelerating electric field by some orders higher
comparative to the field intensity in conventional accel-
erators.

The other not less attractive feature of interaction of a
bunch of electrons or their sequence with plasma is focus-
ing of bunches by transversal plasma wakefields. In the
works [4-6] it is shown, that relativistic electron bunches
can be focused at passage through plasma both by trans-
versal component of wakefield, and by self azimuthal
magnetic field at charge neutralization when plasma elec-
trons are pushed out from the interaction region and
charge of a bunch is compensated by the staying ions. At
that excited transversal focusing fields can considerably
exceed focusing gradients of conventional focusing mag-
netic systems. The focusing of such type is especially
claimed by the future high-energy colliders for providing
very small transversal sizes of colliding bunches.

Theoretical considerations [7] show that the topogra-
phy of wakefields excited by bunches of relativistic elec-
trons depends on ratio between the longitudinal and trans-
versal sizes of a bunch. In case of a short bunch ( r z 1,
where r – diameter of a bunch, z - its length) wakefield
with big longitudinal component for acceleration is ex-
cited, and in case of a long bunch with a small diameter

r z<<1) - with big radial component for focusing.
In the given work research of the possibility of meas-

uring focusing transversal wakefield excited in plasma by
a sequence of “needle” relativistic electron bunches by
means of a probing electron beam is carried out.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Experimental researches of wakefield excitation in

plasma by relativistic electron bunches of "needle" type
r z<<1) and their focusing by transversal wakefield

was carried out with use of the linear resonant electron

accelerator "LIK" (energy of electrons - 14 MeV, current in
a macropulse – 0.5 A, macropulse duration - 0,5 µs, num-
ber of bunches in macropulse - 1,5·106, charge of each
bunch – 0.3 nC, its length 10mm, diameter – 3.4 mm).

For creation of plasma the coaxial plasma gun was
used which in an inner electrode has an aperture of diame-
ter 20 mm through which the relativistic electron bunches
passed into the chamber of interaction (Fig. 1). As a
chamber was a glass pipe of diameter 10 cm and length
100 cm.

Fig. 1. Scheme of installation: 1 - electron accelerator;
2-plasma gun; 3 - interaction chamber; 4 - unit of prob-

ing beam; 5 - double Faraday cup

The density of plasma in the interaction chamber can
be changed in limits from 1010 up to 1013 cm-3. Change of
plasma density over the length  50 cm is 10 %.

For measurement of wakefield intensity the probing
electron beam of diameter 2 mm with energy 10 keV and
a current up to 50 µ , passing across the interaction
chamber (Fig. 2) was used.

Fig. 2. Scheme of wakefield measurement: ( ) of longitu-
dinal component; (b) of transversal component;

(1 - electron gun; 2 - Faraday cup)

After passage through the chamber the probing beam was
registered by Faraday cup of diameter 10 mm before
which the diaphragm with changeable diameter aperture
was placed. Changing diameter of diaphragm aperture it
is possible to estimate the value of deflection of the prob-
ing beam by wakefield judging by the fact of its passage
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the aperture of a diaphragm and hit on Faraday cup or its
deposition on a diaphragm and probing beam current re-
jection. Basing on the measured value of probing beam
deflection the wakefield intensity was determined.

The deflection of a probing beam in wakefield de-
pends on size of aimed parameter (distance between axes
of relativistic and probing beams [7]). For determination
of aimed parameter the diagnostic system was made, one
element of which was the thin metal string, located hori-
zontally under a corner 45° to both directions of move-
ment of driven relativistic beam (sequence of bunches)
and probing beam (in the plane of both beams and a string
at zero aimed parameter (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Scheme of aimed parameter measuring

The string can be moved vertically in the vacuum
chamber through sylphon by means of distantly controlled
electromotor. With the help of vertically moving string it
is possible to determine the position of beams in space,
that is to determine the aimed parameter , necessary for
measurement of the maximal value in radial distribution
of transversal component of excited wakefield. Movement
of the probing beam for change of aimed parameter was
carried out with the help of the focusing coil and the ad-
justors located at exit of the electron gun producing the
probing beam.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The effect of focusing relativistic bunches at their

passage through plasma was registered by double Faraday
cup located after the interaction chamber. It consists of
two consecutive cups; in the bottom of the first cup there
was an aperture in diameter 3 mm through which the part
of bunch electrons passed into the second cup (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Double Faraday cup and oscillograms of  current
of a sequence of relativistic electron bunch on the first

cup (1) and on the second cup (2):( ) in vacuum;
(b)  with plasma in density np = 5·1011 cm-3

Increase of bunch current on the second cup at plasma
presence evidences the focusing effect. The maximal in-
crease in a current at the second cup and corresponding cur-
rent reduction on the first cup were observed at plasma den-
sity np = 5·1011 cm-3 , when frequency of bunches repetition
coincides with plasma frequency p, that is maximal wake-
field was excited.

For measurement of intensity of excited wakefield with
the help of the probing beam the calibration of probing beam
deflection upon electric field intensity was carried out by
means of deflecting plates in length 10 mm and distance
between them equal 1 cm to which a pulsed voltage in 3 kV
and by duration 0,5 µs, equal to pulse duration of a relativis-
tic electron bunch. Plates, between which the probing beam
passed, were placed in the region of wakefield excitation.

The oscillograms registering a signal caused by deflec-
tion of the probing beam are shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Oscillograms: 1 - pulsed voltage on the plates;
2-pulse from rejected current of the deflected probing beam

Measurements have shown, that at intensity of field
 =3 kV/cm the deflection of the probing beam was 0.3 cm.

Results of measurement of probing beam deviation by
wakefield are shown in Fig. 6. The maximal deflection
when the the probing beam completely falls outside the
limits of diaphragm aperture in diameter 2,5 mm, was
observed at plasma density of np = 5·1011 cm-3 and at
value of aimed parameter  = 4 mm (Fig. 6, ). Intensity of
wakefield thus makes  = 2,5 kV/cm. The maximal am-
plitude of excited wakefield is observed at density of
plasma when plasma frequency p, is equal to frequency
of repetition of relativistic electrons bunches. In this case
all bunches coherently participate in wakefield build-up.
At reduction or increase in plasma density the magnitude
of probing beam deflection decreases (Fig. 6,b,d). The
oscillogram in Fig. 6,  shows, that at increase in aimed
parameter (  = 6 mm) the magnitude of probing beam
deflection decreases, as one would expect [7].

The value of excited wakefield in experiment appeared
on 30 % less, than predicted theoretically [7]. It is caused,
apparently, by increase in diameter of relativistic bunches
(up to 5 mm in the field of interaction) at their passage
through a lavsan foil of 20 µm thickness which separates
the accelerator from a plasma gun system.

As it was already marked, relativistic electron bunches
are focused at passage through plasma, both by wakefield
and self azimuthal magnetic field at neutralization of their
space charge. Obviously, both focusing processes are also
present in our case. However dependence of magnitude of
probing beam deflection upon plasma density and observed
maximal transversal wakefield in the case when frequency
of bunches repetition is equal to plasma frequency, testifies
to focusing relativistic electron bunches in our experiment
mainly by transversal wakefield.
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Fig. 6. Oscillograms: (a) impulse of a current of a relativ-
istic electron bunches; (b, c, d, e) pulse of rejected cur-
rent of the probing beam, (b) np  1012 cm-3,  = 4 mm;

 (c) np  5·1011 cm-3,  = 4 mm; (d) np  1011 cm-3,
 = 4 mm; (e) np  1011 cm-3,  = 6 mm

4. CONCLUSIONS
1. The effect of focusing of bunches of relativistic elec-
trons with energy 14 MeV and number of electron in each
bunch 2·109 is found out at their passage through plasma
of density 1011…1012 cm-3 in a case, when the ratio of
radius of a bunch to its length is r z<<1.
2. Measurement of value of a transversal component in-
tensity of excited wakefield is carried out with the help of
a probing electron beam and appeared equal 2,5 kV/cm
3. The maximal deflection of the probing beam observed
at plasma density np = 5·1011 cm-3, when frequency of
bunches repetition is equal to plasma frequency p, testi-
fies to excitation in this case the maximal transversal
wakefield.
4. Dependence of the magnitude of probing beam deflec-
tion upon aimed parameter  agreed with theoretical con-
sideration [7].
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